
RECOMMENDED

Ways

to enjoy shibuya
Hachi was born in 1923 in Odate, Akita and when he was two months old, he 
was adopted by Hidesaburo Ueno, a professor in agriculture at Tokyo Imperial 
University who lived on the edge of the then Omukai area of Shibuya (near 
present-day Bunkumura). Hachi was well loved by Professor Ueno and grew 
into a fine Akita dog. He would see the professor off each day at the Shibuya 
station ticket gate, and this routine continued for a year and three months.
However, during a meeting on May 21, 1925, Professor Ueno suddenly 
collapsed and passed away. Hachi didn’t understand what had happened and 
continued to wait for the professor in front of the ticket gate at Shibuya 
station each day. The station staff, passengers, and people around the station 
were all moved by Hachi’s devotion to wait in rain or shine.
When the Tokyo Asahi Shimbun published an article about Hachi on October 

4, 1932 entitled “A beloved old dog,” news of Hachi spread throughout Japan and became known as “faithful 
Hachiko,” with money and food sent to Shibuya station for him from around the country.
Local volunteers from Shibuya commented on how Hachiko was the pride of Shibuya and decided to make a bronze 
statue of him.
On April 21, 1934, the first “faithful dog Hachiko” statue was built by Teru Ando, and Hachiko 
himself joined the unveiling ceremony. On March 8, 1935, Hachiko passed away from an illness 
at the age of 11. His body was preserved via stuffing and stored at the National Museum of Nature 
and Science while his gravestone was set up at Aoyama Cemetery beside Professor Ueno’s grave. 
Hachiko’s bronze statue was dismantled to use the metal during the war, but on August 15, 1948, 
the second bronze statue of Hachiko was built by Takeshi Ando, the son of Teru Ando, who had 
built the first statue. To this day, a “faithful Hachiko memorial service” is held each year on April 8 
at Shibuya station’s Hachiko Square.

to enjoy shibuya

Please contact each facility directly regarding their business hours.

In 1973, the Shibuya Scramble Crossing was created as a 
symbol of Japan's urban landscape. Its official name is the 
“Shibuya Ekimae Kosaten.” Known as the world’s most 
famous and most crowded crosswalk, the crossing sees up 
to 500,000 people a day and up to 3,000 people cross 
during a single green light (which lasts for 50 seconds). 
This popular tourist spot fascinates visitors from abroad 
since so many people can walk across at the same time 
without bumping into each other.

"MIYASHITA PARK" was renovated in July 2020. A park 
(Miyashita Park), shopping center (RAYARD MIYASHITA 
PARK), and hotel (sequence MIYASHITA PARK) were 
combined to create a 330-meter-long multipurpose low-rise 
facility. The park continues to offer bouldering and a 
skateboard area as part of the new multipurpose facility. The 
shopping area is helping create a new cultural spot in 
Shibuya, with luxury-brand shops, record shops, a shared 
office, and a “yokocho” bar area.

You’ll definitely want to check this out3 !You’ll definitely want to check this out3 ! SHIBUYA SOUVENIRSHIBUYA SOUVENIRA new tourist center opened at Hachiko 
Square on October 1, 2020. The center is 
equipped to share information about 
tourist spots and the area, getting 
information out about regional events, fine 
dining, shopping, and accommodations to 
tourists from Japan and abroad.

10:00～22:30
( Final entry 21:20 )

11:00~21:00
Closed：Irregular

When facilities are open on a holiday, they will be closed 
the following weekday

UPLIGHT COFFEE

Shibuya station east exit underground plaza B2F,2-23-16,Shibuya
☎ 03-6324-2739

202,1-31-19,Higashi
☎ 03-6450-6969

2-24-12 Shibuya 
(directly connected to Shibuya Station, directly above)
☎ 03-4221-0229

SHIBUYA PARCO 6F,15-1,Udagawacho
☎ 03-3464-5111

MIYASHITA PARK South２F  S317,6-20-10,Jingumae
☎ 03-6450-6322

Hours 10:00～18:00 Hours 10:00～20:00

ICON

＊Content as February 2024. Posted content are subject to change at anytime.

9:00～21:00( L.O 20:30 )
Closed：Irregular

11:00 ～ 20:00
（ Final entry 19:30）

BUY ME STAND Cosmo Planetarium SHIBUYA SHIBUYA HACHI COMPASS Tokyo Anime Centerin DNP PLAZA SHIBUYA THE SHIBUYA SOUVENIR STORE

SHIBUYA
OMAMORI

SHIBUNAMA(craft beer)

Find this! for more details

SCRAMBLE

MIYASHITA PARK

Hachiko / 忠犬ハチ公銅像
/ 渋谷スクランブル交差点

/ ミヤシタパーク

SHIBUYA CITY TOURISM ASSOCIATION RECOMMEND

English

12:00～20:00 Tuesday～Friday
10:00～20:00 Saturday・Sunday・holidays
Every Monday・Year-end &New year holidays Closed

1-26-5 4F,Shibuya SHIBUYA MODI 2F,1-21-3,Jinnan23-21 12F,Sakuragaoka

for more details

8:00 ～ 17:00

SHIBUYAZAKE

coneri shibuya（Pies with Dip）



Zoff

Zoff

IKEA

Toguri Museum of Art

Zuicho

Weekdays 11:30～18:00
Saturday 11:30～20:00
Sunday・holidays Closed

Uoriki
11:00～14:30 / 17:30～20:30
Sunday・holidays Closed

Weekdays　12:00～22:00(L.O.21:00)
Saturday・Sunday・holidays 　11:00～22:00(L.O.21:00)

HANDS Shibuya

SEIBU Shibuya

Nabeshima Shoto Park
Open 24 hours

Chun Shui Tang
Monday～Thursday・ Sunday   9:00~22:30 
Saturday・Friday 9:00~23:00

Ichiran
10:00 ～ 6:00

Jingudori Park
Open 24 hours

… Hotels

SHIBUYA CULTURAL CENTER OWADA

9:00～22:00
Year-end &New year holidays Closed

Please contact each facility directly regarding their business hours.

SHIBUYA STREAM
※Varies by store

SHIBUYA MARK CITY
※Varies by store

※Varies by store

SHIBUYA MODI
※Varies by store

Shibuya Sakura Stage
Varies by store

… P ublic Toillet 

… P olice Station
    police box (koban)

SHIBUYA LOFT

Udagawa Cafe

Open 24 hours

MEGA Don Quijote※Varies by store

SHIBUYA CAST

… Money exchange

… Tourist Information 

shibuya-san
tourist information & art center

2

10:00～20:00

MAGNET by SHIBUYA1094

 10:00～21:00
03-3477-5111

VILLAGE VANGUARD Shibuya25

 11:00～21:00
03-6416-5641

Roasted COFFEE LABORATORY 22

Weekdays 11:30～19:00( L.O 18:30 )
Saturday・Sunday・holidays 11:00～19:00( L.O 18:30 )
03-5428-3658

SHIBUYA FUKURAS

03-3464-8109
※Varies by store

(TOKYU PLAZA SHIBUYA)

SHIBUYA HIKARIE

(Cafe & Restaurant)
(ShinQs)

Shibuya PARCO
(Shop)11:00～21:00
(Restaurant)11:00～23:00

SHIBUYA SCRAMBLE SQUARE
(Shop)10:00～21:00
(Restaurant)11:00～23:00

※Varies by store

(Shop)
(Restaurant)

2

32

… Post Office

… JR station exit

25

7:00～0:00

Shibuya Nishimura Fruits
Monday～Saturday   10:30 ～ 21:00
Sunday・holidays 10:00 ～ 21:00

Shibuya Sakura Stage


